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Hurricane for the iPhone and iPod touch One Day Sale - October 25, 2011
Published on 10/25/11
Kitty Code, LLC announces the limited time sale of Hurricane, their leading hurricane
tracking app for the iPhone and iPod touch, just in time to track Hurricane Rina in the
Caribbean, near the Yucatan Peninsula. Hurricane features a fully interactive map complete
with forecast cone, historical storm data, news and video from trusted sources and the
latest storm information available within minutes direct from the National Hurricane
Center in Miami.
Orlando, Florida - Kitty Code, LLC announces that their best in class iOS hurricane
tracking application Hurricane for the iPhone is on sale for just $1.99. With hurricane
season not yet over in the Atlantic Ocean and Hurricane Rina seen as a possible threat to
the U.S., the price of Hurricane has been reduced for a limited time.
Hurricane for the iPhone and iPod touch includes world tropical cyclone tracking and
hurricane tracking on an interactive tracking map. Hurricane is the first application of
its kind to cover tropical systems around the world. We've also added push notifications
to keep you informed of any critical developments.
Hurricane is the only tracking application in the App Store to provide video updates from
the professional storm trackers at HurricaneTrack.com. With an exclusive partnership with
Kitty Code, LLC, the team from HurricaneTrack.com brings their years of tracking expertise
to Hurricane for the iPhone with video updates both in the studio and out in the field
when a tropical system threatens the U.S.
Also included is professional level tracking on a fully detailed map including 3 and 5 day
warning cone
as well as the full wind radius so you know how close dangerous winds will be.
"Hurricane was the first complex weather application added to the iTunes App Store, and
the latest release of Hurricane builds upon the solid framework that our users have come
to know and trust. The mapped
forecast cone is an extremely important part of tracking hurricanes, showing you what
areas could be affected. Hurricane takes this a step further giving you forecast wind
radii data, effectively showing you the exact extent of these dangerous storms. Hurricane
for the iPhone and iPod touch is the only application with these critical features", said
Ilene Jones, Co-Founder and CEO of Kitty Code, LLC.
Features included in Hurricane:
* Mapped, zoomable 3 and 5 day Forecast Cone
* Animated satellite and radar imagery
* World wide tracking maps
* Atlantic, Eastern and Central Pacific historical tracking data
* Storm information page and Storm Center puts important storm details such as storm
specific animated satellite, radar, forecast images and text at your finger tips
* Fully zoomable tracking maps providing a greater level of detail
* Integrated GPS to inform you of your distance from an approaching storm
* Satellite images covering all tropical seas and oceans
* An enhanced look that makes finding information easier than ever before
* Push notification of new storms
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.1 or later
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* iOS 5.0 ready
* 3.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Hurricane 3.7 is only $1.99 for a limited time (USD) and available exclusively through
Apple's iTunes AppStore. More information about Hurricane for the iPhone and iPod touch
can be found at the official Kitty Code website.
Kitty Code:
http://kittycode.com
Hurricane 3.7:
http://kittycode.com/products/hurricane/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hurricane/id291430598
Screenshot (Hurricane Rina Tracking Map):
http://kittycode.com/images/Hurricane-3-0/rinaMap.png
App Icon:
http://kittycode.com/images/featured-hurricane.png
Hurricane Track:
http://hurricanetrack.com

Kitty Code, LLC is a privately owned startup in Orlando, FL, which writes innovative
applications for hand held devices. With over 30 combined years of experience in weather,
web technologies and game development we are able to create games and applications which
are robust, fun to play, technically savvy and yet easy to use. To find out more about
Kitty Code, join us on our website. Copyright 2011 Kitty Code, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries.
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